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The 3rd sense

Need for audio in VR

VR => produce immersion,
i.e. 3D world

Senses
Only 5 senses?

Senses
#1 & #2: Visual and
Tactile displays
#3: audio

1. Sight
2. Touch
3. Hearing
4. Smell
5. Taste

Sound
‐ allows activation of
hearing sense
‐ strongly enhances
sensation of immersion
‐ provides intuitively
spatial information

In VR, hearing, the 3nd
sense?

VR equipment for sight, haptic, audio

Space beyond field of view
Five senses

Need for audio in VR

Need for audio in VR

An issue of geometry
Acoustical properties
of environment

Audio signals provide

Geometrical
relationships between
source and listener
Data‐driven sound
=>convey simulated
properties of envt
E.g. mass, force of
impact...

‐ Higher degree of
temporal resolution
than visual display
‐ Another channel of
communication
between user and envt
‐ Several
communication
channels at once
=> i.e. what is called the
'cocktail‐party effect'
Video games and sound types of signal
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Need for audio in VR

Need for audio in VR

Stereo sound issue

A priority sense

Stereo sound not
convincing enough

When listener rotates
his head

Cannot provides the
properties previously
mentionned

=> strong influence on
spatial cues

=> 3D sound emerged

Ears alert brain about
event outside eyes focus
=> we automatically
turn to redirect our
attention

Sound pipeline
a. Hear steps

Sound pipeline
b. brain steps

From stimulus to
response

b.1 Organize

Data transfer and signal
transform

When entering a
complex environment
(many sound sources)

Virtual reality (VR) =>
where is the more
appropriate to simulate?

The brain automatically
separates sound sources

Adaptive algorithm uses cues from the user's brain signals to
isolate the desired target sound from interfering noises

The brain's natural 3‐step process of
understanding speech

The auditory system
organizes the bits of
information
=> prepare listener to
focus on what's
interesting and set
competing noise aside
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Sound pipeline
b. brain steps

Sound pipeline
b. brain steps

b.2 Select

b.3 Follow

The listener then select
the sound stream of
interest
=> focus attention on it

How to keep up with a
speaker?
=> Brain primed to
understand speech

Main strength of our
natural auditory
system:

The brain's natural 3‐step process of
understanding speech

The auditory system
tunes into the voice's
individual characteristics
‐ level changes
‐ stress patterns

Brain's ability to
continuously
discriminate between
sound sources

The better the dynamics
of the signal
=> the easier it will be for
the listener to follow

Sound and 3D
environment

Sounds in virtual
environments (VE)
=> influence of objects in
sound:
‐ shape/geometry
‐ material

The brain's natural 3‐step process of
understanding speech

Sound and 3D
environment
Stereo

or “3D” sound

Auralization
or audio in 3D

Set up for
measurements
of HRTS

Auralization: process of
rendering audio data
With speakers…

Function of
‐ position of the sound
source
‐ orientation and position
of the user’s ears

for 3D sound
=> initial position should be intentified

Virtual wall

The “best” auralization:
finding the head‐
related transfer
function – discussed
later in the lecture

Main issue with stereo
=> sound
Stereo
… or with headphones

3D sound
for 3D sound
=> user must be tracked
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Sound and 3D
environment

Sound and 3D
environment

Binaural human hearing

Basics of acoustics

Binaural => hearing using
two ears

Three components for
acoustics of real world

From 2 signals => “extract”
information about
location of sound
sources

1. Sound source

=> in fact, accuracy
depends of the sound
source position

Waves created through a
variety of mechanical
processes

Object that emits sound
waves

Multidimensional audio
=> possible with few
speakers
=> but not accurate

Sound source

How binaural beats works

Sound and 3D
environment

Basics of acoustics (2)

Sound and 3D
environment
Acoustic environments

Three components for
acoustics of real world

Three components for
acoustics of real world

2. Acoustic environment

3. Listener

In medium sound waves
=> Absorbed, reflected,
refracted and diffracted
in multiple ways

Sound receiving object,
typically a pair of ears!

Image of
sound source

Depending on frequency,
material, geometry of
environment

Sound source

The listener

(a) Basics of acoustics (3)

From arriving waves
listeners extract
information about sound
sources and
environment

Doppler effect

E.g. if motion source‐
listener => Doppler
effect
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Sound and 3D
environment

Sound and 3D
environment

VR audiospace

VR audiospace (2)

In virtual world =>
“auditory world”

‐ Composed by
(c) Auditory space
‐ Environment that has
to be modelled

‐ Reproduced
characteristics of “real”
‐ Composed by
(a) Auditory actor
‐ Entity emitting sounds
through its interface
(b) Listener
‐ Moves around and
orientate in world,
capable of perceiving
sounds

‐ Sound reflected,
attenuated, refracted
and also diffract around
objects

Audio actors –sources

‐ Auditory space object
models geometry of
enclosures in world
Listeners

Sound and 3D
environment

Sound and 3D
environment

Influence of
environment geometry

Influence of
environment geometry

a. occlusion
‐ no direct path
‐ useless reflections

Audio space –environment

With multiple sources
Occlusion

Obstruction

Exclusion

b. obstruction
‐ no direct path
‐ usefull reflections
c. exclusion
‐ direct path
‐ usefull reflections
Multiple simultaneous sources
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Definitions

Definitions, Reflection and scattering, Diffraction , Sin waves,
Fourier analysis, Logarithmic scales,

Sound definition

Basic representation of sound

Acoustic wave results
when vibrating source –
e.g. vocal cords – and
disturbs elastic medium –
e.g. air.

3D representation of sound

Definitions

Definitions

Basic concepts

Nature and velocity

‐ one cycle

Sound waves behave alike
electromagnetic or light
waves

‐ wave phase
‐ frequency amplitude
‐ Intensity harmonic

Matter representing sound

Sound travel at constant
speed c
in air ≈ 331.4 + 0.6 x
[Tcelcius] m.v‐1

Standard units
‐ frequency f (Hz)

One wavelength

‐ period T (s)

Diapason
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Reflection and
scattering

Reflection and scattering
Uniform point source
radiates spherical waves
=> their amplitudes fall
off inversely with
distance
Waves reflected by
smooth surfaces
and scattered by rough
surfaces

Diffraction
Reflecting
Scattering sound in
all directions rather
than giving a single
'specular' reflection

Diffraction
Sound waves diffracted
around intervening
objects
Depending on size of
object relative to
wavelength

Reflection

Diffusion makes a space
sound bigger and so is
useful in smaller rooms

(a) If small: little effect
the wave just passes
around object
undisturbed

“smooth” and “rough”
surface : relative to
wavelength
Scattering

Diffraction

Sin waves

Diffraction

Sine waves

[…Depending on size…]

Sound waves satisfy wave
equation

(b) If large, "sound shadow"
appears behind object
Significant amount of
energy reflected back
towards source
(c) If object about same
size as wavelength

=> wave equation linear
with constant
coefficients
=> sine waves are
eigenfunctions
Sine waves also called
pure tones

"diffraction patterns"
appear
Galery of
eigenfunctions
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Fourier analysis

Fourier analysis

Fourier analysis

Fourier analysis

Sine waves are not the
most natural sounds,
especially since:

However, can be
represented as
superposition of sine
waves

where

‐ narrow‐band spectrum
In particular, periodic
signal x(t) with
fundamental frequency

‐ standing‐wave patterns
in room
‐ difficult to localize

=> can be represented as
complex Fourier series

=> most inappropriate
sounds imaginable for 3‐D
audio

=> convenient

E.g. of Fourier series
graphical interpretation

Logarithmic scales

Logarithmic scales

decibels | Pa

Coordinate systems, Sound localization

Magnitude of X(f)
measured in decibels (dB):
MX(f) = 20.log10¦X(f)¦
6‐dB increase  doubling
magnitude
20‐dB increase  factor of
10 increase
Convinient for application:
fits with facts of human
hearing

Sound pressure
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Coordinate systems

Coordinate systems

To specify location of
sound source relative to
listener
=> need coordinate system

/!\ head roughly spherical
=> spherical coordinate
system
Standard coordinates:
azimuth, elevation and
range

Natural choice
Head‐centered
rectangular‐coordinate
system
x‐axis through right ear
y‐axis straight ahead
z‐axis vertical

More than one way to
define these coordinates
Vertical‐polar coordinate
system => most popular

Vertical‐polar
coordinates

Interaural‐polar
coordinates

Defines 3 standard planes
xy or horizontal plane
xz or frontal plane
yz or median plane

Sound localization

Azimuth cues
John Strutt (Lord Rayleigh
1842‐1918) pioneer in
spatial hearing research
Duplex Theory (1907)
=> two primary cues for
azimuth
‐ Interaural Time
Difference (ITD)
‐ Interaural Level
Difference (ILD)
ILD also known as
Interaural Intensity
Difference (IID)

Sound localization

Lord Rayleigh

The basics of human
hearing
Our auditory system
=> two ears and a brain
2primary localization cues
ILD or “IID” => difference
in volume between your
left and right ears
ITD. => difference in
time, delay between
L&R ears
Issue: cone of confusion
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Sound localization

Sound localization

ITD: Interaural time
difference

ILD: Interaural level
(intensity) difference

Sound wave strikes
spherical head of radius a
from the azimuth angle 
 

Incident sound waves
diffracted by head

=> formula for ITD:
ITD = a.sinc

ITD is 0 when source directly ahead
ITD is max when source off to one side
0.7 ms: difference of arrival time for human

Significant difference
between signal levels at
two ears – ILD
ILD highly frequency
dependent
Low freq. => almost no
difference in sound
pressure
High freq. => 20‐dB or
greater difference
Called head‐shadow effect

ITD experiment on rat cortex

Sound localization

Binaural, HRIR, HRTF, HRTF based‐systems

Pinnae: visible part of
the ear
ITD and ILD not sufficient
for precise location
Before sound wave gets
to ear drum
=> through outer ear
structure => “pinnae”
Two pinnae act as variable
filters
=> affects every sound

Pinnae
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Sound localization

Binaural recordings

Pinnae: visible part of
the ear (2)

Two channels sufficient to
create convincing 3D sound

Pinnae key to accurately
localizing sounds in space
for wavelengths in
centimetre range or
smaller

Trick: recreate sound
pressures

Mobile phone

at right and left ear drums
that would exist if listener
were actually present

Higher the frequency the
shorter its wavelength =>
the better it can be
localized

Conceptually simple
approach: put two
microphones in ear canals
of an acoustic manikin and
record what they pick up

Binaural recordings

Binaural recordings

Purpose: as if listener
were present in original
sound field

Disadvantages

Manikin and listener
should have heads with
same size and shape
=>Same ITD and ILD
information will be
present
If manikin and listener
have pinnae with same
sizes and shapes
=>Same elevation cues
will be present
Recordings made this
way are called binaural
recordings

The Knowles
Electronics
Manikin for
Acoustic Research

=>require use of
headphones
=>not interactive
=>must be prerecorded
If listener moves
=> sounds too!!
Sources directly in front
usually seem to be much
too close
Pinnae shapes differ
elevation effects not
reliable
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Finding sound
pressure

HRIR

Key solution: to find
representative function
of sound pressure

To find sound pressure that
source x(t) produces at ear
drum
from source to ear drum:
=> impulse response “h(t)”

Here (see pictures):
3D representation of the
sound pressure

h(t): Head‐Related Impulse
Response (HRIR)
See
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Head‐
related_transfer_function

Acoustic pressure function defined on the head

HRTF

HRTF

Fourier transform of h(t)
[i.e. HRIR]:
H(f): Head Related
Transfer Function (HRTF)

If HRTF for left ear and
right ear are known

Also called anatomical
transfer function
HRTF captures all of
physical cues to source
localization

=> synthesize accurate
binaural signals from
monaural source
HRTF complicated
function of 4 variables:
=> 3 space coordinates
=> 1 frequency

See
http://www.answers.com/topic/head‐
related‐transfer‐function
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Head‐
related_transfer_function
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HRTF

HRTF

In spherical coordinates,
for distances greater than
1m
=> source is said to be in
far field!!

Every individual has
unique set of HRTFs,
also called ear print
Listener

HRTF falls off inversely
with range
=> Most HRTF
measurements made in
far field

Headphones cannot tell
difference between
sound from source
same sound played
back by computer and
filtered by HRTF

=> reduces HRTF to
function of azimuth,
elevation and frequency

More about HRTF:
http://alumnus.caltech.e
du/~franko/thesis/Chapt
er4.html

Influence of
hair or hat

HRTF‐based system

Systems based on HRTF's
able to produce
elevation, range, and
azimuth effects

Sound generation, Auditory display, Headphones, Head tracking, Loudspeakers,
Two‐channel systems, Multichannel systems, Sound in virtual environments,
Utilization of speaker locations

Can create impression of
sound being at any desired
3‐D location
right or left, up or down,
near or far
Because of person
differences and
computational limitations
much easier to control
azimuth than elevation
or range
However, HRTF‐based
systems are now standard
for advanced 3‐D audio
interfaces
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Sound generation ‐
two ways

Auditory DISPLAY

Sampled sounds
digital recordings of sound
=> filtering & storing
=> played back on demand

Synthetizing sounds

Two main categories
‐ Headphones
‐ Loudspeakers

Synthetic sounds created
from arbitrary parameters
Approaches used for
generating sounds:
‐ Fourier synthesis,
signal multiplication,
filtering, frequency
modulation, timbre trees

Several approaches to
reproduction of
auralized audio data

Headphones

Loudspeakers

Sampling sounds

Generate sounds:
difficult task
Two ways to produce sound

Headphones

Head tracking

HRTFs of listener

Directional issues

Simulated by convolving
filter with original signal

Troublesome for sources
‐ ahead
‐ directly behind

Producing real 3D sound –
e.g. sound emanating
from particular direction

Rate of change of binaural
cues greatest in those
directions

Advantages
‐ Stability of listener
relative to headphone
placement
‐ Low costing environment

Artifact
Sources directly ahead
seem to be much too close

Problems
‐ Specific to individual
‐ Instability of:
measurements &
externalization

Headphones convenient for CAVE
=> cable less and high 3D sound rendering

Increasing hearing
according direction

Standard solution
=> use head tracker
‐ to measure location and
orientation of head
‐ to periodically recalculate
relative position of each
source => modifying HRIR's
accordingly
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Loudspeakers –
stereophonic arrays

Multichannel systems
surround sound

Placed around user

Another way to localize
sounds:
=> to have separate
channels for every
desired direction

Perceived position of sound
is controlled by amplitude
of signals fed into
individual speakers

E.g. theater systems
=> as Dolby Pro Logic
Surround Sound

=> this produce 3D effect
To display sound some
effects have to be included
as absorption in medium,
reflections in walls,
reverberations, Doppler
effect...

One direction,
one channel

Examples of loudspeakers

Section objectives

Section objectives, Programming tips, Localization of sound source in space,
Distant collaboration, Sound in a car cockpit, Development pipeline, 3D
visualization of sound

Present 3 VR projects
Illustrate the use of sound
in virtual environment
Show that:
‐ associating sences
multiplies sensation of
presence
‐ technical development is
not the issue
=> spend time of the design
& potential
consequences not on
code development
‐ communication is the
most important

VR sound, experiment,
and objective
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P1: Localization of
sound source in space

Programming tips

CRVM, CNRS, 2006~2008

C++ Windows Sound
Programming

Collaboration with LMA,
mechanical acoustic lab
(CNRS)

If sound prompt < 1Mb
PlaySound Command
=> E.g. PlaySound( "myfile.wav",

Basic idea: A «simple»
experiment on sound
source localization in
space

NULL, SND_ASYNC | SND_FILENAME );

If sound prompt >= 1Mb
=> use MCI playback

Purpose: computing the
change in error depending
of the source

For lib: e.g. OpenAL
http://connect.creativelabs.com/openal/d
efault.aspx

Using “basic” HRTF: not
personal HRTF
Task: pointing to the
direction of a 3D sound

or
http://kcat.strangesoft.net/openal.html

P1: Localization of
sound source in space

P2: Distant
collaboration

Development cost

CRVM, CNRS, 2006~2008

Strong technical issues for:
‐ hardware issue
associated with sound
material rised
‐ the development of
rendering of 3D sound

Laval  Marseille

1 year of development

Principle
‐2 caves, 1 common scene
‐ audio communication
Task
follow instructions
between master and slave
users

CRVM

Experimental feedback
‐ No tremendeous results
‐ Minor scientific paper
Balance sheet
A «simple» experiment
can only show the «tip of
the iceberg»

Goal and concept

Purpose
test communication
transfer delays –rendering
too

Devices: hearphone,
Wiimote, markers

Acoustics Research Institute
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P2: Distant
collaboration

P3: Sound in a car
cockpit

Virtual environment
‐ One common scene
‐ Two avatars

CRVM, CNRS, 2006~2008

Industrial feedback
‐ Data transfer issue
‐ Unstable simulation

With simple sounds in a
virtual car cockpit mock‐up
Users

Colleage’s avatar

Respective avatar

Balance sheet
Design is not the most
important
=> communication
inside team and
between teams

Purpose
‐ increasing immersion &
presence sensation
‐ for a minimum
development cost

Sensation of presence

Properties associated
with sound
‐ changing car gear
‐ switch on/off
‐ the radio
‐ the interior lights
‐ the air conditioning

Common scene

P3: Sound in a car
cockpit

P4: 3D visualisation of
sound

CRVM, CNRS, 2006~2008

Institute of Technical
Acoustics , RWTH Aachen
University, Germany,
2007~2010

Tracking devices
=> simple optical passive
rigid body targets
– i.e. set of markers
making a specific and
unique coordinate
system
Main drawback
no haptic
=> Simple and low cost
solution:
Adding simple Wiimote
vibrations and sounds

Virtual exploration of
concert halls
CRVM

Using the CAVE‐System
http://www.akustik.rwth‐
aachen.de/Forschung/Projekte/raven

User feedback
A strong success
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P4: 3D visualisation of
sound

Practical development

Hybrid room acoustic
simulation

3D‐Visualization for
sound ‐‐particle
propagation‐‐ using
Ray Tracing

Traced rays simulation
Using a stochastic
approach
=>for determining the
reverberant sound field

Concert Hall

Balance sheet
‐ a dedicated team
‐ well organized project
‐ strong organization
‐ in 2010: more than 50
publications

For practical real VR 3D
sound development
Systems needs
‐ Get data from position
captor fixed on user’s head
‐ Determine nature of the
perceived sound relative to
position of the virtual
sound sources
Systems simulations
‐ Sound modification ‐‐
head displacement in
relation to the sources
‐ Reverberation effects ‐‐
caused by the surfaces in
the virtual environment

«Virtual acoustic rendering
pipeline»
More important than
design: guaranteeing an
excellent communication
between people

Definition

Follow the following
pipeline entitled

Source
definition

Room
geometry
properties

HRTF database

Source
modeling

Environment
modeling

Listener
modeling

‐ natural audio
‐ synthetical audio:
speech, sound
‐ source directivity
‐ MIDI

‐ modeling of
accoustic spaces:
propagation and
absorptions
‐ artificial sounds

Production

Once the project is well
defined – with real
thought on potential
concequences

Modeling

Practical development

Binaural

Transaural

Perspectives, Smell, Taste, Towards the perfect VR

‐ spatial hearing:
specific HRTFs
for the user or
simple general
models?

Multichannel

method to deliver binaural signals to the ears
of a listener using stereo loudspeakers

Virtual acoustic rendering
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Perspectives

Perspectives

Improve real‐time data‐
driven audio signal
processing

Five major senses

Improve synchronization
of sounds with animated
graphics and actions
performed by an
observer

‐ Sight  CG
‐ Touch  Previous lectures
‐ Sound  Today
What’s left?
‐ Smell & taste

Optimize parallel
processes required for
interaction
Improve the speech
recognizers

Smell

Smell

Concept of smell

Odor

Allows us to identify food,
mates, danger,
perfumes…

Odor: chemical dissolved
in air, generally at very
low concentration, which
we perceive by sense of
smell or olfaction

Probably the most
primitive sense
Located in same part of
brain affecting emotions,
memory, creativity

Humans able to
distinguish over 10,000
different odor molecules
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Smell

Application #1
Smell‐recording gadget
Tokyo Institute of
Technology

Smell

[Smell‐recording gadget]
Creation of digital recipe
from a set of 96 chemicals

Allowing customers to smell
products before buying

To replay a smell: drops
from relevant vials mixed,
heated and vaporized

=> remotely diagnose
patients, by recreating smell
of blood, bile or urine to
help diagnosis

Relative success
=> reproduced smell of:
Orange, lemon, apple,
banana and melon

“Smellit” concept

No pre‐prepared smells
=> 15 chemical‐sensing
electric noses that can pick
up a wide range of smells

Taste

Taste

Application #2
Food simulator

[Food simulator ]

Iwata et al.
Simulates action of
chewing different kinds
of food
Releases flavoring
chemicals onto tongue
Plays back pre‐recorded
sound of chewing
jawbone corresponding
to food being simulated

Mechanical part of
simulator inserted into
mouth has cloth and
rubber covers
Intended to resist the
user’s bite in a similar way
to real food
When someone chews
device, sensor registers
force of bite and motor
provides appropriate
resistance
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Taste

Taste

Application #3
Drink simulator

[Drink simulator ]
System is composed of:

Developed by Hashimoto
et al.

‐ Disposable straw
‐ Speaker to reproduce
pre‐recorded sounds of
different kinds of drinks

Provides stimuli to mouth
and lips
Simulates sensations of
drinking by reproducing
pressure, vibration and
sound

‐ Valve controlled by
solenoid and servomotor

Taste

Taste

Application #4
“TasteScreen”

[TasteScreen]
User can sample
dispensed flavor by
touching tongue to
computer screen

Interface used by animals
(e.g. dogs)
USB device that attaches
to top of flat‐panel
monitor
Device contains 20 small
plastic cartridges filled
with flavoring agents that
can be mixed together and
dripped down front of
monitor

How taste works

Certain combinations of
flavoring agents recreate
flavor appropriate to
user’s task

iphone application 
‐‐only graphics !

Application #5
Relative to mouth only
Getting env. data using a
mouth device –explained in
a previous lecture
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Towards the perfect VR

Other senses?

Receptor => Sense

‐ Equilibrioception
(balance)
‐ Stretch, pressure and
tension sensors
(kinesthetic)
‐ Nociception (Pain)
‐ Thermoception
(temperature),
‐ Time passing

Thermoception:
Temperature sensory receptors

And even others…
Itch, Proprioception,
Chemoreceptors , Thirst,
Hunger, Magnetoception
Sense of the relative
position of neighbouring
parts of the body

Transduces chemical
signal into an action
potential
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